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Boundary Design Regulates the Diffusion of Active
Matter in Heterogeneous Environments†;

Kevin J. Modica,a Ahmad K. Omar,b and Sho C. Takatori∗a

Physical boundaries play a key role in governing the overall transport properties of nearby self-
propelled particles. In this work, we develop dispersion theories and conduct Brownian dynamics
simulations to predict the coupling between surface accumulation and effective diffusivity of active
particles in boundary-rich media. We focus on three models that are well-understood for passive
systems: particle transport in (i) an array of fixed volume-excluding obstacles; (ii) a pore with spatially
heterogeneous width; and (iii) a tortuous path with kinks and corners. While the impact of these
entropic barriers on passive particle transport is well established, we find that these classical models of
porous media flows break down due to the unique interplay between activity and the microstructure of
the internal geometry. We study the activity-induced slowdown of effective diffusivity by formulating
a Smoluchowski description of long-time self diffusivity which contains contributions from the density
and fluctuation fields of the active particles. Particle-based and finite element simulations corroborate
this perspective and reveal important nonequilibrium considerations of active transport.

1 Introduction
Motile microorganisms self-propel and enhance their transport
through complex, boundary-rich environments. The diffusion
of living systems is crucial to public health; chronic infections
can occur when pathogenic bacteria invade wound sites1–3,
whereas bioremediation requires bacterial penetration into soil
sediments4,5. In agriculture, rhizosphere bacteria move through
soils and protect plant roots6. Unfortunately, many biologically or
industrially relevant porous materials are opaque and the details
of the microstructure are challenging to resolve. Only recently
have experiments been able to directly observe and track indi-
vidual cell motion through a 3D porous domain7; therefore, the
development of theoretical models to predict boundary effects on
self-propelled constituents is critical to our understanding of self-
propelled (active) transport in complex physical environments.

Porous media guides species transport through a combina-
tion of enthalpic and entropic interactions8,9. In this work, we
will focus our attention on entropic, excluded-volume interac-
tions between diffusing particles and hard external boundaries.
Introducing even a dilute concentration of immobile obstacles
with purely excluded-volume interactions can provide a substan-
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tial slowdown to diffusive flux10–12. While self-propelled bacte-
ria move via nonequilibrium forcing, recent research has found
success in describing swimmers as Brownian particles under a
higher effective temperature and swim energy ksTs. This is then
translated to a bulk diffusivity using the drag coefficient ζ by
means of a modification to the Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland rela-
tion: D0 = (kBT + ksTs)/ζ .

This effective temperature approach is an approximation of the
true nonequilibrium behavior, but it has shown success in pre-
dicting swim pressure, bulk self-diffusivity, and the energy trans-
ferred to a tracer in an active bath13–16. For an active Brow-
nian particle (ABP), one can define the swim energy in 2D17:
ksTs = ζU2

0 τR/2. This corresponds to a long time self diffusivity
of D0 = DT +U2

0 τR/2, where DT = kBT/ζ is the thermal diffusiv-
ity, U0 is the self-propulsive velocity, τR is the reorientation time,
and DR = 1/τR is the rotational diffusion coefficient18. The ef-
fective temperature ansatz has been successful in describing the
diffusivity of free suspensions; however, it may break down in the
presence of excluded volume interactions or external boundaries.
Boundaries are especially important for active matter systems due
to their activity-induced enrichment along surfaces. Unlike pas-
sive (equilibrium) Brownian particles, active particles accumulate
at boundaries due to their persistent motion, even in the absence
of particle-boundary attraction14,19–23.

Many researchers have examined how confinement influences
the behavior of self-propelled colloidal particles7,12,24–29. In ar-
rays of fixed obstacles, specific swimmer models and geometries
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Fig. 1 Diagrams of the three sample systems used to probe diffusivity models. A) An infinite lattice of hard spheres, used to study generalized
Taylor dispersion theory. B) A narrow pore of varying constriction, used to probe Fick-Jacobs approximations. C) A winding path, used to test the
applicability of tortuosity relations.

allow one to observe subdiffusive30,31 and superdiffusive32 trans-
port. Increased concavity and surface area enhances the parti-
tioning of ABPs at boundaries and perturbs the microstructure
further from Boltzmann statistics33,34. We hypothesize that the
transport properties of active matter can be tuned by the careful
control of porous media microstructure, just as the steady-state
properties can. We have recently determined that variations in
boundary curvature reduces the mobility of nearby swimmers34,
but it is unclear how the design of porous materials reduces the
macroscopic transport of swimmers from their well-known bulk
diffusivity. Classical theories of diffusive transport in porous me-
dia rely on averaging over local degrees of freedom to find the
effective diffusivity, DE . These theories are accurate for a dilute
suspension of passive Brownian particles that exhibit no accumu-
lation on surfaces; however, their applicability to self-propelled
swimmers is unclear.

In this work, we demonstrate that existing theories of porous
media transport fail due to the accumulation of active swimmers
on boundaries. Boundaries create significant, long-ranged dis-
turbances to the distribution of active particles; we show that
these disturbances correspond to a reduced scaled diffusivity in
boundary-rich media.

2 Model
We design three representative examples of distinct porous me-
dia to interrogate the accuracy of the corresponding equilibrium-
based model with the transport of active Brownian particles (Fig-
ure 1).

First, in Fig. 1A, we consider a lattice array of circular 2D inclu-
sions. For a dilute concentration of inclusions, the swimmers col-
lide with the hard boundaries and then escape without difficulty,
leading to a minor slowdown that depends on the obstacle den-
sity and size. Second, in Fig. 1B, we consider the transport across
a narrow constriction. This constriction can be considered as the
limit of dense packing for a lattice array of obstacles. Finally, in
Fig. 1C, we consider the diffusion along a tortuous path that rep-

resents a simple model of a porous network. Each model system
is designed to test how the geometry-dependent accumulation of
active particles cause deviations in classical theories developed
for passive Brownian systems. We focus on the transport of dilute
ABPs in rigid, 2D porous media, such as swimmers in confined
microfluidic devices, but our qualitative results and framework
apply in 3D as well.

An ABP particle i follows the overdamped Langevin equation
with a swim force of constant magnitude and white noise Brown-
ian forces and torques35–38. To simulate a dilute system, the ABPs
interact with obstacles via a purely repulsive potential, but do not
interact with each other (i.e., the particles are “ideal”).

dRi

dt
=
√

2DT η i(t)+
Fi,rep(Ri)

ζ
+

Fi,swim

ζ
(1a)

dθi

dt
=
√

2DRξi(t). (1b)

Here, Fi,rep is the repulsive force on particle i from the bound-
ary excluded volume, ζ is the drag coefficient, and Fi,swim is the
swim force. The swim force is set as Fi,swim = U0ζ qi, where
qi = [cosθi,sinθi] is the unit vector describing particle i’s orien-
tation in 2D. Finally, the thermal and rotational diffusion coef-
ficients are DT and DR = 1/τR, with (ηi, ξi) as random vari-
ables obeying the zero mean and variance consistent with the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The obstacle-particle repulsive
force Fi,rep is implemented using the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen
(WCA)39 potential on overlapping spheres defining the obstacle
surface (see Supplementary Information† for details). We find the
effective diffusivity tensor (DE) of an ABP in the porous medium
from the slope of the mean squared displacement (MSD) at long
times.

DE =
1
2

lim
t→∞

d
dt

(
1
N

N

∑
i

∆Ri(t)∆Ri(t)

)
(2)

As a complementary description of the Langevin equation, the
probability distribution P(R,q, t) of a single ABP at position R and
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orientation q in porous media can be studied using a dimension-
less Smoluchowski equation:

∂P
∂ t̃

+ ∇̃ · jT −
∂ 2P
∂θ 2 = 0 (3a)

jT =

(
`

L

)
qP−

(
δ

L

)2
∇̃P (3b)

with the t̃ = t/τR, R̃ = R/L, ∇̃ = L∇. We impose a no-flux bound-
ary condition on any obstacle surface. Time is scaled by the re-
orientation time τR, and distance is scaled by a geometric feature
of length L. In principle, Frep(R) should also appear, but we are
assuming hard excluded volume interactions which can be imple-
mented as boundary conditions. This form of nondimensional-
ization introduces two important length scales. The run length
`=U0τR is the average distance an ABP self-advects before reori-
enting and the microscopic length δ =

√
DT τR is the root mean

squared distance an ABP travels by thermal motion before reori-
enting. These represent the strength of active and thermal forces,
respectively.

Taking orientational moments of the full Smoluchowski equa-
tion turns Eq. 3 into an infinite series of coupled conservation
equations40. The density field n(R, t)≡

∫
P(R,q, t)dq depends on

the polar order, m(R, t) ≡
∫

Pqdq, which depends on the nematic
order, Q(R, t) ≡

∫
Pqqdq, and so on. We solve Eq. 3 numerically

and take orientational moments of the solution to calculate the
effective translational diffusivity using methods discussed in the
following section. We will examine these equations using the list
of relevant length scales shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Table of relevant length scales for active matter in boundary-rich
materials

Length Formula Description
` U0τR Run length of a free ABP.
δ

√
DT τR Thermal diffusive distance moved

over one reorientation.

λ−1 δ

√
1+ 1

2 (`/δ )2 Screening length of ABP boundary
layer.

σ N/A Diameter of the ABP σ � R,L,H,b
R,L,H,b N/A Material length scales

3 Case Studies

3.1 Diffusion Around Rigid Inclusions

3.1.1 Background

Porous materials can be modelled as a continuous fluid inter-
spersed with discrete rigid inclusions. As a model system, we
study a repeating square lattice of disks of radius R and excluded
area fraction φ = ρπR2, where ρ is the disk number density.

For passive Brownian particles in a high porosity lattice (φ� 1),
as in Figure 2A, the effective diffusivity decreases linearly with
the area density of obstacles DE/DT = (1−φ)+O(φ 2)41,42, and
has been solved to arbitrary order using series solutions10. If
the active particles are equivalent to passive Brownian parti-
cles at a higher effective temperature, their reduced diffusivity
should track the series solution after replacing DT with D0 =

DT +U2
0 τR/2.

σ Rc
ε

2L

A) Dilute Limit Theory

Run
Length

B) Dense Packing Theory

Fig. 2 Diffusivity of swimmers in a lattice array depends strongly on
the obstacle density. A) At high porosity, diffusivity decreases linearly
with obstacle area density φ . The radius of the disk is defined as the
volume excluded to the ABP Rc = Rdisk +σ/2. In all our results, we keep
σ constant and simplify notation by R = Rc. B) At dense packing, ABPs
are trapped in small pockets with narrow escape domains of size ε. The
lattice is made of disks centered in a unit cell of length L.

In addition to Brownian dynamics simulations, we numerically
solve Eq. 3 using generalized Taylor dispersion theory10,12,43–47.
We obtain the effective velocity vector uE and diffusivity tensor
DE of the active particles by splitting the full distribution into
local and global contributions. The ABPs position vector R is de-
fined as the sum of the global unit cell vector (X) and the local
position inside the unit cell (r). For a particle that enters an L×L
unit cell containing a central obstacle, the normalized probability
density of finding a particle at position r and orientation q at time
t is denoted as g0(r,q, t). Particle density fluctuations due to the
presence of obstacles give rise to an effective diffusivity that is
distinct from the bulk diffusivity D0. The strength and direction
of these density fluctuations is measured by the fluctuation field
d(r,q, t). Equations are kept in dimensional form for clarity. (see
Supplementary Information† for full derivation):

0 =
∂g0(r,q, t)

∂ t
+∇r · [U0qg0−DT ∇rg0]−DR

∂ 2g0

∂θ 2 (4a)

0 =
∂d(r,q, t)

∂ t
+[U0qg0−DT ∇rg0]+∇r · [U0qd

−DT (Ig0 +∇rd)]−DR
∂ 2d
∂θ 2

(4b)

where ∇r indicates the gradient operator over the local position
variable r.

We solve these equations at steady state subject to no-flux
boundary conditions along the surface of the inclusion, periodic
boundary conditions at the unit cell edges, and normalization
constraints 〈g0〉q,r = 1 ,〈d〉q,r = 0 using the finite element method.
Where 〈•〉m,n =

∫
(•) dmdn. We use the steady state solutions to

compute the average effective velocity uE and diffusivity DE of
the system:

uE =U0〈qg0〉q,r−DT 〈∇rg0〉q,r (5a)

DE = DT I−U0〈qd〉q,r +DT 〈∇rd〉q,r. (5b)
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Fig. 3 The effective diffusivity of active swimmers depends non-monotonically on the run length (`) and the microscopic length (δ). A) Scaled
diffusivity for an infinite square lattice as a function of obstacle volume density. The 4 sets represent example leaflets generated by varying particle
activity. Points are Brownian dynamics simulations data, dashed lines are numerical solutions to dispersion theory. Dispersion theory calculations are
not included for `/R = 0.25, δ 2/R2 = 2.5E-4 because the large relative activity `� δ generates a sharp boundary layer along the obstacle surface that
is numerically challenging to resolve. B) Activity has a nonmonotonic effect on scaled diffusivity due to boundary layer coupling. Scaled diffusivity
deviation as a function of run length and for various microscopic length at constant area fraction φ = 0.35. Error bars in A and B are the standard
deviation from 3 independent simulations, and when not visible are smaller than the marker size.

3.1.2 Results

In Fig. 3A, we summarize the results of our Brownian dynam-
ics simulations and dispersion theory calculations. In the limit of
high porosity (φ → 0), the microstructure of the ABPs is weakly
perturbed from that of a uniform suspension. The self-diffusivity
decreases linearly with obstacle volume fraction φ as described
by effective temperature theories: DE = D0(1− φ). However, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3A, the initial slope of the scaled diffusiv-
ity varies for highly active particles (`� δ or `� R). The ef-
fective temperature expression only holds for obstacles spaced
far enough apart that the ABPs interact with at most one ob-
stacle over many reorientation times. Therefore, as the activity
increases, the effective temperature is restricted to a smaller and
smaller φ .

As the obstacle density increases, the diffusivities diverge from
those predicted by the effective temperature theory. At interme-
diate obstacle densities, φ ≈ 0.1− 0.7, the relative microscopic
length (δ) and run length (`) become important predictors of
scaled diffusivity. While each curve monotonically decreases with
higher obstacle density, at high activities there can be large devi-
ations from the effective temperature theory.

Finally, as the system approaches close packing, φ → π/4, the
diffusivities rapidly decrease to zero due to particle transport be-
ing limited by a narrow escape through a small pore.

To further examine the effect of run length and microscopic
length on active transport at intermediate obstacle densities,
φ ≈ 0.1− 0.7, we define the normalized deviation in measured
diffusivity from the model’s expected effective temperature diffu-

sivity DModel as the quantity ∆D/D0:

∆D
D0

=
DE −DModel

D0
(6)

This quantity measures the deviation in diffusivity the real ABPs
experience compared to that predicted for a Brownian particle in
the same system at a higher effective temperature. Therefore,
Eq. 6 isolates the true coupling between activity-induced bound-
ary accumulation and the obstacle-driven slowdown.

In Fig. 3B, we show the diffusivity deviation for a fixed obstacle
density, φ = 0.35, while varying both the run length and micro-
scopic length of the ABPs. For weak activity, `/R� 1, the scaled
diffusivity matches the expected results from the passive limit,
leading to minimal departure from DModel. As activity increases
beyond `/R≈ 1, the effective temperature theories no longer hold.
Reductions in transport coefficients are reflected through the in-
creased accumulation within the boundary layer. Strongly active
particles are “trapped” within the boundary layer until they reori-
ent or slide off. In contrast, when activity is weak, translational
Brownian fluctuations dominate and carry the ABP away from the
boundary layer before reorientation occurs. Inactive or weakly ac-
tive particles “forget" the obstacle surface much faster than their
reorientation time or sliding time. As `/R increases, more ABPs
accumulate on the surface. While increasing (δ/R)2 may decrease
the magnitude of surface accumulation, it also increases the bound-
ary layer thickness, resulting in a net slowdown of scaled ABP
diffusivity over the range of parameters studied.

Interestingly, for very small values of the microscopic length
[(δ/R)2 = 0.01 in Fig. 3B], we see an enhancement in scaled dif-
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Length

DT

DT

D0 D0

D0

Fig. 4 Surface accumulation leads to slowdowns in scaled diffusivity.. A-C) Local number density of particles for different activity parameters.
As the activity increases in strength, the particles experience larger accumulation near the obstacle surface as shown through the contours. D-F)
Pointwise diffusivity deviation along the x direction calculated numerically via dispersion theory (see Supplementary Information† for more details). The
pointwise diffusivity deviation is ∆Dxx/D0 = (Dxx(x,y)−DModel)/D0. The pointwise diffusivity has a quadrupolar form due to particles getting trapped
in the leading and trailing wakes of the obstacles. G) Cartoon demonstrating that ABPs within the boundary layer move with a reduced diffusivity
compared to the ABPs in the bulk. Subplots A,D correspond to `/R = 0 and δ 2/R2 = N/A. Subplots B,E correspond to `/R = 1 and δ 2/R2 = 1.
Subplots C,F correspond to `/R = 10 and δ 2/R2 = 10. All data collected for φ = 0.38

fusivity beyond the passive theory. We suspect this is due to the
unique geometry of the square lattice. When Brownian fluctua-
tions are small in a square lattice, the particles exhibit sustained
runs in the interstitial space, effectively lowering the number of
obstacles an ABP runs into in a manner similar to the enhance-
ment described by Pattanayak et al.48.

The boundary-induced accumulation of ABPs occurs over a
boundary layer19 of size λ−1:

λ
−1 =

δ√
1+ 1

2 (
`
δ
)2

(7)

In Fig. 4, we show contour plots to connect the ABP microstruc-
ture and the diffusivity reduction discussed previously. Figures 4A
and 4D are the passive case, and exhibit a uniform density field in
space. Moving across the top row of Fig. 4A-C, both the boundary
layer width and strength are growing, leading to higher relative
number of active particles that are influenced by the obstacle be-
fore moving to the bulk. The second row of Fig. 4D-F shows
the corresponding local diffusivity deviation determined via Tay-
lor dispersion theory that is then averaged over the free space to
obtain the normalized effective diffusivity deviation ∆D/D0. As
activity increases across Fig. 4D-F, the local diffusivity decreases
in regions near the obstacle surface due to ABPs accumulating
within the boundary layer. When an active swimmer is moving
unobstructed through the bulk fluid, it spreads with its swim dif-
fusivity D0. The local diffusivity is quadrupolar near the obstacle,
showing reductions at the surface along the axis of motion (in

this case the left and right for Dxx), and enhancements above and
below due to sliding. The increased surface accumulation in 2D
along a weakly curved obstacle with curvature 1/R is described
by33:

nsur f

n∞
= 1+

`2

2δ 2 −
`2λ

R
+O

(
`2λ

R

)2

(8)

At a constant density, larger obstacles and activities increase the
surface accumulation, which perturbs the behavior of the ABPs
away from the effective temperature theory described by ksTs.

Figure 4G is a schematic demonstrating the relationship be-
tween surface accumulation and transport reduction. For ABPs
inside the boundary layer, their self-propulsive force is directed
inward against the wall. These ABPs are trapped against the sur-
face until they reorient, and are therefore only diffusing by ther-
mal motion until they escape. This indicates that there are three
domains relevant to ABP transport through a packed bed: the oc-
cupied area of obstacles φ , the boundary layer around obstacles
φBL (which must be weighted by the fraction of ABPs partitioned
inside the boundary layer), and then the bulk space φFree.

Within each of these domains, the ABP moves with a different
effective diffusivity. Outside the boundary layer, an ABP in φFree

does not feel any boundary effects and moves with bulk diffu-
sivity D0. Inside the boundary layer φBL, an ABP is slowed by
collisions with the obstacles, and moves with a local diffusivity
approximately equal to DT . Finally, for impenetrable obstacles no
transport can occur and therefore the diffusivity is zero.
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3.2 Diffusion Through a Narrow Pore

b Δy

H

∂P(y,t)
dy

y

y+dy

∂t

Fig. 5 Schematic of the periodic narrow pore used to describe the
Fick-Jacobs approximation.

3.2.1 Background

Taylor dispersion theory is a powerful tool to predict transport
properties for dilute systems; however, analytical treatment be-
comes intractable as the packing density approaches the percola-
tion threshold. Additionally, due to the close packing, the active
boundary layers become numerically challenging to resolve. For
all of these reasons, we use a simpler Fick-Jacobs49,50 model of
the diffusion reduction due to narrow constriction sites.

The Fick-Jacobs equation describes diffusion in a channel with
a slowly varying cross section of width w(y),

∣∣∣ ∂w(y)
∂y

∣∣∣� 1. Utilizing

the methods described by Rubí and Reguera51,52, we consider the
flux of Brownian particles through a thin pore as a 1D problem,
with local variations in transverse width as an “entropic force".
For a Brownian particle, the Fick-Jacobs equation is:

∂P(y, t)
∂ t

=
∂

∂y

[
DT

∂P
∂y
−DT P

∂ lnw
∂y

]
, (9)

See Supplementary Information† for the full derivation. The Fick-
Jacobs model connects the geometry of the pore with thermody-
namic potentials; the constrictions and extensions of the bound-
aries create entropic traps of the form Ve f f =−kBT ln(w) that re-
duce the axial flux. Rubí and Reguera51,52 show that the appli-
cability of the 1D Fick-Jacobs equation can be extended via the
introduction of a heuristically defined position dependent diffu-
sion coefficient

D(y) =
D0

[1+(1/4)w′(y)2]1/3
(10)

with the scaling exponent 1/3 used to empirically match a series
solution developed by Zwanzig50.

As shown earlier, if the self-propelled particles behave as Brow-
nian particles at a higher effective temperature, one should be
able to replace their thermal diffusivity with their bulk diffusivity,
D0 = DT +U0τR/2. This expression can be used to find the one-
dimensional axial effective diffusivity by using the Lifson-Jackson
formula53 for motion in a periodic potential described by our en-
tropic barrier

1
DE

= 〈w(y)〉y
〈

1
D(y)w(y)

〉
y
. (11)

3.2.2 Results

The accuracy of the Fick-Jacobs (FJ) model is predicated on the
assumption of rapid local equilibrium in the transverse direction
compared to the axial direction. For passive systems, this assump-
tion holds when variations in channel width are slow compared
to diffusive motion (|w′(y)| � 1). For an active system, particles
move ballistically for their run length `=U0τR; therefore, we ex-
pect the FJ model to be the most accurate when the pore width
varies slowly compared to the run length.

ℓ

δ Δy

Fig. 6 Fick-Jacobs (FJ) theory overestimates the ABP scaled diffu-
sivity. A) ABP diffusivity decreases below the Brownian reference due to
high accumulation along the concave regions of the boundary. (H−b)/H
is the degree of constriction due to increased amplitude of pore pertur-
bations (sinusoidal amplitude). The case of H = b corresponds to two
flat plates, whereas at b = 0 the pore walls are touching and passage
is impossible. The black dashed line is the FJ theory estimate. The
data points are from simulations of ABPs. B) Diffusivity deviation of
the ABPs from the Brownian FJ theory. For all simulations, we keep
the max wall-wall distance constant at H/∆y = 1 with minimum distance
controlled by changing the amplitude of the sinusoid. Lines are to guide
the eye. Error bars are the standard deviation from 3 independent simu-
lations, and when not visible are smaller than the marker size.

In Fig. 6A, we show the scaled diffusivity of several exam-
ple active particle systems as a function of the nondimensional
constriction. As the pore constricts [(H−b)/H→ 1], transport
through the small opening is blocked, rapidly reducing the dif-
fusivity down to zero.

In Fig. 6B, we plot the scaled diffusivity deviation from the
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FJ theory as a function of run length and microscopic length.
Over the range of parameters studied, FJ theories consistently
overestimate the effective diffusivity past `/∆y≈ 0.2, with the ex-
act deviation point depending on the pore amplitude and wave-
length. Taylor dispersion theory is not used in Fig. 6 due to the
high number of finite element meshing points needed to converge
the solution at high activities. For example Taylor dispersion the-
ory calculations of weakly active systems, see the Supplementary
Information† for 3 contour plots of ABP concentration and local
diffusivity deviation in a sinusoidal pore.

Our results corroborate the previous findings by Sandoval and
Dagdug54, who found that a similar overestimation of diffusivity
occurred for a zig-zag and semicircular cavity as the swim speed
increased. Their work focused on the impact of varying swim
speed U0. However, our findings reveal this deviation is a result
of geometric factors with ` and δ providing the true measure of
activity.

Axial diffusivity is reduced primarily through the high accumu-
lation of active particles along the concave regions of the pore.
As demonstrated in Eq. 8, surface accumulation depends on the
radius of curvature. For concave surfaces, the curvature κ is neg-
ative, causing surface accumulation to increase rapidly with more
negative values of κ: nsur f ≈ 1+ `2/2δ 2− `2λκ +O

(
`2λκ

)2. As
the amplitude increases, the radius of curvature shrinks, leading
to high accumulation at the concave valleys, away from the small
convex pore, thus lowering scaled diffusivity further.

3.3 Diffusion Through a Tortuous Path

Δy

ΔL=ΔyT

Δy

D0

DE = D0 /T
2

Li

H

Fig. 7 The tortuosity is defined as T = ∆L/∆y, a ratio of the total
path length divided by the vertical displacement. For the tortuous
paths considered in this work, the center-line path is ∆L = 5Li and ∆y =
3Li, which gives a tortuosity of T = 5/3.

3.3.1 Background

Porous materials often contain spatial and/or temporal hetero-
geneities in their microstructure that preclude detailed characteri-
zation. To differentiate between multiple materials with the same

porosity, catalyst beds and soil sediments are often described with
an empirically measured dimensionless tortuosity, T .

Assuming all motion is diffusive, the tortuosity can be deter-
mined using a tracer particle of known diffusivity. The relative
reduction in measured diffusivity compared to bulk provides an
estimate of the reduction factor. Following our definition pro-
vided in Fig. 7, the ratio of measured diffusivity in the pore to
bulk diffusivity is the ratio in paths traveled in the same amount
of time; therefore, one can define a nondimensional tortuosity:

T 2 =

(
∆L
∆y

)2
=

D0

DE
. (12)

In general, the tortuosity T is system dependent and measured
experimentally or via image analysis; however, many models and
correlations exist for simple structures55. In order to test the va-
lidity of the tortuosity effective temperature approach for active
systems, we have designed a winding path that allows us to define
the tortuosity directly from the geometry. Our system is made of 5
individual segments of length Li and width H. Covering a vertical
displacement ∆y = 3Li.

3.3.2 Results

In Fig. 8A, we show the scaled effective diffusivity measured from
active Brownian particle (ABP) simulations. The hatched region
between two horizontal lines represents the predictions from the
tortuosity theory. The lower bound estimates ∆L as the path
through the maze center-line. The upper bound estimates ∆L as
the shortest possible path through the maze. While the shortest
path changes depending on the geometry, in Fig. 8A we derive the
diffusivity from the shortest path of the Li/H = 4 geometry. Us-
ing the Li/H = 8 geometry would lower the upper bound by 20%;
therefore, this choice gives the broadest scaled diffusivity range.

At low activity, the scaled diffusivity matches the prediction
from the center-line path DE/D0 ≈ 1/T 2 = 0.36. This indicates
that the diffusion of ABPs roughly follows that of the center-line
path, without extreme deviations due to backtracking or strong
accumulation.

Our geometry informed tortuosity begins to fail when the run
length ` = U0τR approaches the same size as either the segment
length Li or pore width H. Motion is still diffusive over the unit
cell, but the transport through each individual segment becomes
increasingly ballistic. ABPs move along a segment until getting
trapped in a corner. Eventually, the ABP reorients enough to hop
across the next segment.

At high activities (`/H)� 1, the ABPs move ballistically along
a segment until colliding with the corner and then spend a signif-
icant amount of time trapped before turning. This ballistic mo-
tion leads to the concentration profile shown in Fig. 8B. Particles
deplete from the convex regions, and accumulate in the highly
concave corners. The ballistic motion also increases the effec-
tive path length, creating a long-tailed reduction in scaled diffu-
sivity, as shown in Fig. 8A. Further exploration of the parame-
ter space (such as Li/H � 1 and full sweeps of `/H at constant
(δ/H)2) can be found in the Supplementary Information†. Those
additional simulations justify our scaling by H instead of Li, as
well as demonstrate that the solutions are relatively insensitive to
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Fig. 8 Tortuosity scalings fail as run length increases beyond the channel width. Brownian dynamics scaled effective diffusivity of active particles
confined to the tortuous path. A) The scaled diffusivity decreases as the run length increases above the pore width. The different symbols correspond
to paths of different aspect ratios. The hatched region represents the expected values described by tortuosity theory. The top line estimates ∆L as the
shortest possible path through the maze, and the bottom line estimates ∆L as the path along the pore center-line. B) ABPs accumulate significantly
at concave corners. The local number density was found via a histogram of particle positions in the Brownian simulation of bin size 0.04σ2. That
histogram was then divided by the max value. When `/H > 1, strong corner accumulation decreases the diffusivity far below the tortuosity predictions.
This image is from simulation data at Li/H = 4, `/H = 20, and δ 2/H2 = 4. Error bars in A) are the standard deviation from 3 independent simulations,
and when not visible are smaller than the marker size. Lines are to guide the eye.

(δ/H)2.

Unlike the narrow pore and the fixed obstacle array, the tor-
tuous path never exhibits a complete blockage of flow, meaning
that for networks of the type described in this section, a nonzero
diffusivity is possible, even for an arbitrarily large number of seg-
ments. Changing the channel boundary patterning from flat walls
is expected to further decrease diffusivity. Small pockets of local
curvature create an effect similar to that of the sinusoidal pore,
providing an additional barrier to whatever maze the ABPs must
diffuse through. While this work focuses on a design with only
one possible path, the addition of concave “dead ends" should
partition the ABPs away from the optimal path, resulting in a
larger relative reduction in diffusivity.

4 Discussion

In this work, we test the validity of classical geometric scaling
laws for diffusion in heterogeneous environments using analyti-
cal theory and Brownian dynamics simulations. We find that even
mildly active particles have a scaled diffusivity that deviates from
simple effective temperature arguments. The nonequilibrium na-
ture of self-propelled particles needs to be carefully considered in
transport calculations, just as it must be for phase behavior and
surface accumulation.

Through this work, we have examined the applicability (or lack
thereof) of traditional porous media estimates for effective diffu-

sivity in active matter. While Taylor dispersion theory is rigorous
and accurate for all activities, numerical instabilities and analytic
intractability create difficulty in practical use. Particle-based sim-
ulations allow for a micromechanical explanation of the decrease
in scaled diffusivity due to accumulation. Both the Fick-Jacobs
and tortuosity relationships are accurate in the weakly active limit
(provided that one includes the swim diffusivity when calculating
the bulk diffusivity), but the strong accumulation at boundary
layers and ballistic transport on length scales commensurate with
the geometry reduce scaled diffusivity beyond predicted amounts.
Interestingly, for a packed bed/ lattice, it is possible for ABPs to
achieve scaled diffusivity above the passive predictions, and fu-
ture work aims to understand this intriguing behavior.

Future work on this topic may look at modifications to the ef-
fective temperature theory when incorporating it into boundary
rich environments. As a first correction, we can utilize the de-
creased local diffusivity in the boundary layer as DE ≈ D0φFree +

αDT φBL. With an unknown coefficient α related to the increased
partitioning ABPs experience due to boundary curvature.

Previous research by Khatami et al. found that different mod-
els of active matter with the same bulk diffusivity have different
transport rates when traversing through a maze56. They report
that run and tumble models have a smaller mean first passage
time than active Brownian particles. Additionally, Kurzthaler et.
al.57 found that the introduction of a reorientation mechanism
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may lead to greater absolute diffusivity when the reversal run
length is commensurate with the maximal chord length of a 3D
porous medium. These results indicate that porous media may
be used as a novel sorting method for mixtures of active particles
utilizing different self-propulsion mechanisms.

This work focuses on the introduction of rigid, immobile obsta-
cles and walls, similar to those found in soil sediments and etched
microfluidic devices. However, soft porous materials present
a rich opportunity for future study. Boundary fluctuations are
important for passive transport in mucus, hydrogels, and other
polymeric networks8,58. For example, active particles can push
through pores smaller than their diameter, if the pore or the par-
ticle can deform under thermal or swim forces.

Polymer networks are well-known to reduce the passive (non-
motile) particle transport. Steric hindrance, nonspecific inter-
actions (hydrophobicity, electrostatics), and specific interactions
(ligand-receptor binding), all play a part to trap foreign debris8,9.
While this work focused only on the effect of the obstacle ex-
cluded volume, other forms of interactions can lead to control-
lable transport based on the swimmer and obstacle chemistry.

External torques also influence transport in a nontrivial mat-
ter. Rod-shaped bacteria can align with the boundaries and with
other bacteria to create nematic ordering/ flocking59. Chemoat-
tractants, repellents, light sources, and other external fields can
influence the favored direction of bacteria in the absence of hard-
wall interactions. For example, a random array of point-source
repellents can lead to subdiffusive transport in closed spirals30,31.

Hydrodynamic interactions can provide qualitative or quanti-
tative changes to active transport60,61. Hydrodynamic coupling
to walls leads to strong interactions between swimmers and sur-
faces, which would further alter the boundary-accumulation ef-
fect on transport62. Pusher type active matter (like bacteria and
sperm) are hydrodynamically driven to align parallel to the walls,
while puller types align perpendicular to the walls63. In addition,
the surface-modified flow field creates a constant torque leading
to motion via counterclockwise (for E. Coli.) spirals64.

Finally, in 3D there are additional degrees of freedom a swim-
mer can use to avoid obstacles. In 2D, close packing of disks pre-
cludes transport; however, a close packed bed of monodispersed
spheres in 3D is permeable, resulting in a reduced but nonzero
diffusivity. Future work in this space would benefit from mean
field approximations for the network, in addition to a detailed
analysis of the variance of pore sizes.
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